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Automate In-Store Meat Processing
While Minimizing Cost, Time, and Risk

Quick Facts
Summary
The meat processing starter pack service
for the SAP for Retail solution portfolio
links the procurement of primals with
sales of multiple retail cuts to provide
full cost and stock transparency. The
service includes preconfigured software
functionality that supports meat-specific
business scenarios built on standard
processes for fresh items across your
entire meat supply chain – from
procurement to point of sale. A fixed
scope helps minimize the cost and
risk of your software implementation.

Business Challenges
•• Handle retail meat processing more
efficiently
•• Track processing of single purchases
into multiple sales items
•• Enhance stock and cost transparency
•• Meet regulatory requirements
Key Features
•• Preconfigured functionality for meatspecific processes – Support pricing,
procurement, supply, and sales
•• Added software enhancements –
Manage parent-child data relationships
and planned yield percentages
•• Preloaded sample master data
using standard migration tools –
Easily upload your own master data
•• Prototype setup – Enable fast
business validation of your SAP®
solution
•• Full documentation and introductory
workshop – Transfer knowledge
quickly to employees

Business Benefits
•• Enhanced inventory and cost transparency by tracking single purchases
as they’re processed into multiple
sales items
•• More accurate and efficient pricing
by using current vendor conditions to
calculate cost prices and using those
cost prices to set retail prices
•• Increased food-handling consistency
by automating meat-processing tasks
•• Improved regulatory compliance by
tracking meat based on animal ID
number and country of origin
•• Reduced implementation time, cost,
and risk by limiting project scope and
using best practices
For More Information
Visit www.sap.com/services/bysubject
/index.epx to learn about our full service
portfolio and www.sap.com/retail to
learn about SAP for Retail solutions.

Grocery stores handle the purchase and sale of meat differently
from other goods. Meat is typically bought in large pieces
and divided at the retail site into smaller items with different
characteristics, weights, and pricing. To maximize transparency
into meat costs and stock, operate efficiently, and address
increasingly complex regulatory demands, grocers must track
this conversion from beginning to end.
Turning a Single Purchase into
Multiple Sales Units
The IT solutions that grocers use to
address such challenges should be
meat-specific and appropriate for nontechnical users. They must also minimize
the costs and time involved in preparing
meat for sale.
The meat processing starter pack
service for the SAP for Retail portfolio
answers many of these concerns with
a highly cost-effective approach. The
service includes preconfigured software
functionality based on the SAP® ERP
application. This functionality links the
procurement of meat primals with multiple retail cuts at the point of sale to provide full cost and stock transparency.
This predefined, fixed-scope consulting service supports meat-specific
business scenarios built on standard
processes for fresh items across your
entire meat supply chain. You can access
real-time information for each stock
posting. You also have the option to
include planned yield in costing calculations for sales items as well as in stock
adjustments. Greater transparency in
stock adjustments can help you minimize wastage costs.
Ready-to-use content and embedded
best practices streamline your software
implementation while reducing project

risk and total cost of ownership. Comprehensive process documentation and an
introductory workshop enable quick
knowledge transfer of best practices to
your project team and help you launch
your new processes more quickly and
effectively.
Adding Meat-Specific Support
While Minimizing Cost and Risk
Retail experts from SAP Consulting
create a project framework with a welldefined scope that further minimizes
the time and cost involved in your implementation. Your team also benefits
from dozens of software enhancements
created specifically for the needs of
retail grocers.
The service provides examples of
master data preloaded with standard
migration tools that you can later use to
input your own master data from spreadsheets (such as Microsoft Excel). You can
also maintain parent-child relationships
for buying and selling articles and incorporate various yield factors for planned
food wastage.
The service supports meat-specific
processes for pricing, procurement,
logistics and merchandise supply,
and sales. It also provides the reporting
and analytics you need to make wellinformed decisions.

Pricing
Preconfigured software settings included
with the service help you incorporate
conditions (such as purchase prices,
rebates, and surcharges) related to a
purchased article and determine the
cost price of the sales article. You can
then use the cost price as the basis for
retail pricing.
Procurement
You can use the preconfigured functionality to handle your purchase orders. The
software integrates shipping notification
with inbound delivery and verifies invoices
based on the weight received. You can
purchase primal cuts for direct delivery
to retail stores or delivery via a distribution center. You can also order primals in
pieces and price them by weight.
Logistics and Merchandise Supply
All movements of meat sales items are
automatically posted to the primal stock
using parent-child relationships. You can
view the original weight and planned
waste of an initial meat purchase and
track the meat by animal ID number and
country of origin. You can also track meat
deliveries by their slaughtering and shelflife expiration dates. Functions for inventory management provide values for
sales articles at the cost price and for
primals at a moving average price. You
can use the functionality for stock counting in both distribution centers and
stores.
Sales
Processing point-of-sale data within your
SAP for Retail solution lets you adjust the
amount of primal stock when retail cuts
are sold. You can also determine the cost
of goods sold based on the calculated
cost price of the sales articles and
create billing documents. An option for

consumption posting of individual counter meat selling (or sale) is also included
to help you track quantities at the group
level and update sales revenue.
Reporting and Analytics
The service also provides sample reports
for your meat-processing activities.
These include purchasing reports and
stock reports. From a batch management cockpit, you can track vendor deliveries using batch information based on
shelf-life expiration dates, animal ID
number, country of origin, or other individual characteristics. You can create an
overview of goods movements as well as
an overview of stock changes. This information can help you track stock inaccuracies and the need for inventory corrections via stock counts.

Getting Up to Speed Quickly and
Cost Effectively
Through this fixed-price, fixed-scope
service, SAP experts deliver and install
a software prototype that supports your
meat-specific processes. This prototype
is complete with sample master data and
deployed in your existing system landscape. The service also includes a workshop to help business users become
familiar with the prototype and learn
how to use it. Extensive process documentation transfers knowledge of
in-store meat-handling best practices
to your project team and users quickly
and efficiently. It includes a rough
business blueprint, click-through business process manuals, business process
diagrams, and configuration descriptions.
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This fixed-price service supports meat-specific business
scenarios. It includes preconfigured functionality that
links the procurement of meat primals with multiple
retail cuts at the point of sale to provide full cost and
stock transparency.

Meat Processing Starter Pack Service
for SAP for RETAIL SOLUTIONS
This fixed-price, fixed-scope consulting
service provides:
• Preconfigured software functionality and
assets to support meat-specific processes for
pricing, procurement, merchandise supply,
and sales – as well as reporting and analytics
• Additional meat-specific software
enhancements
• Prototype setup in your environment with
preloaded sample master data
• Tools for legacy system migration
• Comprehensive process documentation
• Initial user workshop for rapid knowledge
transfer

www.sap.com/contactsap
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Improving Transparency,
Pricing, and Compliance
With the meat processing starter pack
service for SAP for Retail solutions, you
gain better visibility into in-store meat
processing and increased transparency
into your meat inventory. The creation of
parent-child relationships between the
meat items you buy and those you sell
makes costing and pricing more transparent and the management of your
meat stock more accurate and efficient.
Automated tasks make food handling
more consistent. Tracking meat by animal ID number and country of origin
helps to enhance compliance with meat
handling regulations.
Preconfigured software functionality
minimizes the time and cost involved in
development as well as in planning your
project, creating a business blueprint,
realizing and testing your implementation, and taking your project live. You
get a predictable project scope that can

reduce total cost of ownership, accelerate time to value, and minimize implementation risk.
For More Information
To learn how the meat processing starter
pack service for SAP for Retail solutions
can improve transparency, efficiency,
and accuracy while limiting project effort
and cost, please contact your SAP representative or visit www.sap.com/retail.
To learn more about our complete
service portfolio, visit www.sap.com
/services/bysubject/index.epx.

